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Event Title: Building an Author Platform Based on Tragedy 
Without Sounding Perpetually Tragic 
 
Event Description: “Author platform” is a cringeworthy phrase 
for most creative nonfiction writers; yet, building a vibrant one is 
essential for publication. But what if your book deals with tough 
topics, including highly traumatic moments or painful 
experiences? How do you keep from sounding like tragedy is your 
schtick? During this panel presentation, five memoirists will share 
the steps they’ve taken to build authentic, sustainable reader 
connections that neither shy away from dark topics nor dwell on 
them. 
 
EVENT CATEGORY: Agents, Contracts, Contests 
 
Event Organizer and Moderator: 
  
Lisa Cooper Ellison: Lisa Cooper Ellison is a writer, speaker, 
and trauma-informed writing coach with an Ed.S in Clinical 
Mental Health Counseling and a background in mindfulness. Lisa 
teaches courses in mindful writing, writing about trauma, and all 
things memoir. A regular contributor to the Jane Friedman blog, 
her essays and short stories have appeared in HuffPost, 
Hippocampus Literary Magazine, the New Guard Review, and 
Kenyon Review Online, among others. She was also the winner of 
the 2022 Hippocamp Edition of the Lancaster Story Slam. She’s 
currently shopping PLEASE STAGE DIVE CAREFULLY: A 
MEMOIR OF HEAVY METAL HEALING AND HOPE, a grief 
memoir about the stories we tell ourselves and how to revise the 
ones that harm us. To learn more, check out her website.  
  
Event Participants 
  
Melanie Brooks: Melanie Brooks is the author of Writing Hard 
Stories: Celebrated Memoirists Who Shaped Art from Trauma. A 
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graduate of the Stonecoast MFA program, she teaches at 
Northeastern University and Bay Path University. Her work has 
appeared in HuffPost, Psychology Today, Yankee Magazine, Ms. 
Magazine, and more. Her memoir, A HARD SILENCE, is 
forthcoming in September 2023. Find news and events at her 
website. 
  
Athena Dixon: Athena Dixon is the author of the essay 
collections THE LONELINESS FILES (forthcoming from Tin 
House Books Fall 2023) and The Incredible Shrinking Woman 
(Split/Lip Press) as well as the poetry chapbook No God in This 
Room (Argus House Press). Her work appears in The BreakBeat 
Poets Vol. 2: Black Girl Magic (Haymarket Books) and Getting to 
the Truth: The Craft and Practice of Creative Nonfiction 
(Hippocampus Books) along with other publications online and in 
print. Learn more at www.athenadixon.com.  
  
Tia Levings: Tia Levings shares the realities of Christian 
fundamentalism on social media (@tialevingswriter) and in the 
2023 Amazon docuseries on the Institute of Basic Life Principles. 
Her memoir, A WELL-TRAINED WIFE, will be released in 2024 
(St. Martin’s Press). Learn more at TiaLevings.com 
  
Yi Shun Lai: Yi Shun Lai is the author of two books, and a 
columnist for The Writer. Her work appears in Brevity, Electric 
Lit, Shondaland, and more. She teaches in the MFA program at 
Bay Path University and is an inclusivity educator. Her YA 
historical novel, A SUFFRAGIST’S GUIDE TO THE ANTARTIC, 
will be published in 2024 by Simon & Schuster's Atheneum 
imprint. You can find her on the web.  
 
 
Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements:  
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Thank you so much for being here, especially at 9:00 AM! 
Welcome to “Building an Author Platform Based on Tragedy 
Without Sounding Perpetually Tragic.  
 
We have some brief housekeeping announcements before we get 
started.  

• For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, 
please let the moderator of the panel, (identify moderator), 
know, and a printed copy will be delivered to you. 
• Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain 
clear of chairs or other barriers.  
• Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt 
to distract or pet them. 
• Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from 
wearing scented products. 
• Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible 
disabilities. Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation 
while at the conference, including for chairs reserved for those 
with disabilities. 

 
Now let’s get started. We’re excited to explore a topic we’re all 
talking about, fretting about, and let’s face it, grumbling about—
building an author platform. All creative nonfiction writers are 
told to cultivate one. Design a strong and sustainable one, they 
say, and it can open doors, especially if you’re an emerging 
author. But what the heck is an author platform? And what do you 
do when an agent rejection says, “Sorry, but your author platform 
isn’t big enough yet.” Must you become an Instagram or TikTok 
superstar to sell your book? 
  
What if you write about the tough stuff? Are you required to sell 
your soul or build a brand based on tragedy to get noticed?   
  
Each writer on this panel writes about the tough stuff and has a 
unique sense of what an author platform is and the role it plays in 
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publishing their work. Over the next sixty minutes, we’ll examine 
the many ways you can build an authentic author platform that’s 
true to you and the story you want to tell. This will be followed by 
a fifteen-minute Q&A where we’ll answer your questions. 
  
I’ll start by introducing the writers on this panel in the order in 
which they’re sitting.    
 
Participant Initial Remarks:  
 
Lisa Cooper Ellison: To build a healthy platform, the work 
needs to be not just relatable, but sustainable both in terms of 
tasks to be completed and emotional labor involved. I will talk 
about the importance of finding the avenues that bring you joy, 
understanding the conversations you’d like to have within your 
platform topics, and how to implement healthy boundaries 
around what you share. I’ll also offer a litmus test you can use to 
determine whether what you plan to share is confessing a past 
transgression or confiding about something you’ve fully 
processed. 
 
 
Melanie Brooks:  I will talk about the ways my author platform 
is built around interpersonal connections. Speaking and teaching 
are the avenues where I connect best with readers. My first 
book, Writing Hard Stories, has enabled me to gain an 
understanding of how to best connect with people tackling 
difficult material and given me unique insights 
about memoir (especially narratives of trauma, illness, loss) and 
its challenges. My freelance publications also serve as building 
blocks for my platform. 
 
Athena Dixon: Platform is much more than follower counts, 
curated posts, and promotion. It is a reflection of not only your 
creative voice, but your personal one. It is an extension of how 
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you choose to develop a long-lasting relationship with your 
audience as consumers and creative partners. I will speak to how I 
chose to organically build a community that came before a 
traditional author platform. I will also explore how that 
community can reap some of the same benefits as that more 
traditional structure.  
 
 
Yi Shun Lai: I will be talking about platform with a humanist 
lens on it: promoting psychological safety and growth mindset 
while also displaying vulnerability and making room for others is 
a key part of her platform. I’ll also address platform as a woman of 
color in the worlds she's chosen as her fields of expertise and 
experience, and the value of learning from those she's 
interviewed. 
 
 
Tia Levings: I’ll talk about the ways my platform uses current 
headlines and popular shows to draw connections my audience 
has a hunch about but needs an insider to explain. I’ll also talk 
about how to use social media to reach a highly passionate, 
grassroots readership based on your content.  
 
 
 
Moderator questions:  

1. Author platform can be defined as all the ways you reach 
your readers and the content you share with them. This can 
include the social media accounts you use, speaking 
engagements, classes you teach, publication, newsletters, 
jobs, and volunteer opportunities, as well as other things. 
How do you reach your readers, what do you say to them, 
and how do you engage with them? What do you like to do 
and where do you authentically engage with potential 
readers? 
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2. As a collective, you’re known for writing about trauma, 
tragedy, marginalization, and other tough topics. How have 
you created a robust, resilient platform that allows you to 
talk about these topics without having that be all you’re 
known for?  

3. Individual Author Questions:  
a. Lisa Cooper Ellison: You write about suicide, dark 

emotions, doubt, and writing about trauma. How has 
your former career as a counselor influenced the way 
you approach your author platform and these topics? 

b. Melanie Brooks: Your first book, Writing Hard 
Stories, includes interviews with 18 different 
memoirists who were working on memoirs about 
emotionally challenging topics. How did your work as 
an interviewer impact the way you view your author 
platform? Has it influenced your forthcoming memoir 
and your vision for connecting and engaging with 
readers of this book? 

c. Athena Dixon: One of the obstacles faced by some 
authors of color is the expectation they’ll trade on their 
marginalized identity to generate an audience and to 
market their work. How do you navigate this in not only 
what you share on your platform but the expectations 
you have for the work you produce? 

d. Tia Levings: You've developed an author platform 
that relies heavily on social media. What challenges has 
this created when it comes to maintaining a platform 
that's not based solely on tragedies. What a-has have 
you had? How do you care for yourself while managing 
feedback from so many people? How has this work 
influenced your forthcoming memoir, and how will it 
influence the way you leverage your author platform to 
market your book? 

e. Yi Shun Lai: You write about the trauma of identity, 
belonging, and psychological safety, teach workshops 
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on inclusivity, equity, diversity, and accessibility, and 
interview writers of other demographics for your 
column in The Writer. How have the conversations 
you’ve had with these writers influenced the way you 
approach your author platform? 

4. If you could only share one piece of advice about developing 
an author platform, what would that be? 


